September 2018 CSC Notes
CSC Committee Attendees: Principal Kline, Ms. Moya, Mrs. Elliott, Mrs. Keane, Becca
Thomas (President) Stacy H. (CSC rep), Magnus S. (CSC rep), Julie B. (CSC rep /
secretary), John / Karen from Stargazers (CSC community rep)
Additional Attendees: Courtney L., Alise K., Liz K., Derek and Alicia Z., Jen S., Zachary
Feldman, Khara Moniz
Welcome to first meeting of the year and introductions by Becca T.
 Positions are for 2 years, but can be extended for 3 years.
 We are having a kindergarten representative attend meetings
 Courtney L. requested a copy of the CSC bylaws. Becca T. will send to us.
Review of what does / doesn’t the CSC do, have power to do, etc. Reference link for
laws if needed on agenda and on the DPSK12.org website.
Principal Report
 Off to a solid start with 338 students / 358 with ECE. This meets our
target for the State to receive our projected funding.
 We are still looking for a ½ para for K.
 We are still waiting on permits for the Pavilion. This has already been
funded and designed, but we might have opportunity to add garden
boxes, benches, etc., potential auction items.
 Playground / field still being fixed.
 We have a new security system and the entrance will now be limited
to one door nearest to the auditorium.
 A review of our State scores was mentioned along with an increase in
the feeling of security in and around school. The number one reason
for fear of safety in students turned out to be external factors in the
world / environment, not internal school items.
 We now have wonderful Wednesday where children are choosing
enrichment programming / creative programming and it is a huge hit.
 Test results from the school will be in Friday’s folder and on the state
portal.
 There are new fans in the building, but as noted in the Denver Post
article and by faces in the room, the school remains very, very hot in
some rooms. Fall is truly hopefully around the corner.
Traffic.
 This is where the majority of the meeting was dedicated. There were
neighbors present from Albion Street directly in front of the school. They
were upset by a new traffic system enacted at the beginning of the year.
 Reference last year’s notes for traffic issues.
 The discussion was left open-ended and at this juncture, there is no
permanent traffic plan in place, but a trial system that can be greater detailed
next month.

